
Fall 2020, ENG 325 WRITING IN DIGITAL ENVIRON Section 1
Instructor: King, Matt (Primary)

St. Bonaventure University

There were: 11 possible respondents.

  
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

    0%100%0%4.274.234.45558
Instructor dissmissed class
(King)

12

    0%100%0%4.804.774.73558
Instructor started class
(King)

11

    LateOn TimeEarly        

  0%0%0%25%75%4.384.374.624.854.758
Would recommend
instructor (King)

10

  
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

 13%0%0%0%38%50%4.504.514.624.64.578
Outside class technology
helpful

7

 0%0%0%0%38%63%4.464.464.534.644.628In-class technology helpful6

 NoneNeverRarelyHalf TimeUsuallyAlways        

 88%0%0%0%13%0%4.444.454.514.548
Exams reflected covered
material

5

 None
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

0%0%0%0%13%50%38%4.344.324.364.234.258Assigned readings4

None
Did
Not
Read

NeverRarelyHalf TimeUsuallyAlways        

0%0%0%0%0%38%63%4.394.384.504.584.628Syllabus was informative3

None
Did
Not
Read

Str
Disagree

DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

  0%0%0%50%50%4.184.144.434.654.58Would recommend course2

  0%0%0%38%63%4.344.324.374.734.628Student learned in course1
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 13%0%0%0%13%75%4.614.604.664.834.868
Instructor available after
class (King)

23

 
Did
Not
Seek

NeverRarelyHalfUsuallyAlways        

  0%0%0%25%75%4.284.284.564.814.758
Instructors graded feedback
(King)

22

  NeverRarelyHalfUsuallyAlways        

  0%0%0%38%63%4.474.464.544.694.628
Instructor encouraged
student questions (King)

21

  0%0%0%25%75%4.374.364.534.774.758
Instructor ensured
understanding of material
(King)

20

  0%0%0%38%63%4.394.364.494.624.628
Instructor stimulated
interest (King)

19

  0%0%13%38%50%4.354.334.304.424.388
Class time used effectively
(King)

17

  
Str

Disagree
DisagreeNeutralAgreeStr Agree        

  0%0%88%13%0%4.594.594.784.924.758
Pace material was covered
(King)

16

  Too FastFastRightSlowToo Slow        

  0%0%0%38%63%4.634.624.664.734.628
Instructor had command of
material (King)

15

  0%0%0%38%63%4.594.584.624.734.628
Instructor maintained order
(King)

14

  0%0%0%38%63%4.494.504.634.734.628
Instructor spoke clearly
(King)

13

Dr. King was very well organized. He made all of our resources easily accessible online and regularly updated us on class. 

I think that because technology was an integral part of the class, it is difficult to criticize any instance of it. It was a pleasant surprise how the last few classes
allowed students to simultaneously attend in-person and on Zoom. Even though I was in person, it was nice to see how easily it translated.

 

Really enjoyed being exposed to new technology. 

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor’s use (or non-use) of technology. 

 Text ResponsesInstructor
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Dr. King is a great professor. He is very considerate and understanding of students and their mental health during the pandemic. He cares a lot for his
students and their wellbeing. He even starts off every class with meditation to help students take a bit of time to slow down and relax.

King

All notes provided during class and notes for our assignments were clear to what we had to do. While Im not the biggest fan of peer review, it helped me get
new ideas or improvements for my assignments.

King

Format of class worked well to make the course not be a burden as well as promote participation and learning.King

While the readings and student work really dictated the direction of the class, that wasnt a problem. Dr. King just seemed like a peer, albeit a peer who was
far more knowledgeable then us.

King

Class meetings were based heavily on discussion. Projects allowed a lot of room for expression and exploration.King

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor's teaching methods lecture notes, podcasts, discussion forums, group work, etc.. 

The amount of assignments we got was just right and not too overwhelming. Each one gave us a good amount of creative freedom yet also guidance. I
enjoyed the conferences we had to get one-on-one help and time to work on our projects.

 

Its been really interesting, Im glad I took this class. Not only have I expanded my range of reading, Ive also increased what I consider "writing." 

Dr. King is very nice and understanding. He made himself available for help quite frequently. Even during days when we didnt meet for class, he checked in
with students to see if he could be of assistance. When I took Dr. King up on his offers for assistance, he was extremely thorough and helpful, which showed
these werent just symbolic gestures. Class discussions were always interesting. Dr. King has a way of making every students contribution feel useful; a
student could offer a shaky contribution and Dr. King would expand upon it and approach it from every possible angle. Knowing Dr. King could connect
almost anything to the discussion at hand encouraged discussion and helped me overcome self-doubt. This skill was perhaps Dr. Kings greatest asset. I
learned a lot of useful information and new skills in this class. I would recommend it to others.

 

Question: Final Comments: use this space to provide any additional comments about the course, the instructor or both. Please feel free to comment
on areas such as: the instructor's engagement of student interest, the instructor's responsiveness to students, the syllabus, the readings, the exams,
the assignments, the instructor's evaluation of your work, the online learning technology.

 

All of the articles assigned to read were interesting to read and didnt feel like a drag of an assignment. The videos we watched, our classes and outside our
class, were nice to watch as well.
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